
TBE PLACE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE CLASS IN THE SOCIAL ORDER

"Man,proud man, C t9to~
Dressed in a little brief authority
Most ignorant of what he's most assured
mis glassy essence ." A" espeare

This paper will noz attempt. to present a manip-

ulative or a narrative approach to the administrative

service of government . Any guide to action will be only

by implication; a handbook of description will not be

found here * The attempt will be made to analyze the

characteristics of governmental service which establish

its identity as a form of social organization . Origins,

social controls, personalities, and the nature of the

duties will be scrutinized in order to assign causa-

tion to the peculiarities which distinguish the govern-

mental service as a group inside the whole of society.

Over-generalization may result from nor-use of inten-

sive materials on the different national services, and

some generalizations will be included more to be taken

as hypotheses than anything else .

It must not be assumed that the civil service ex-

ists in any way apart from the persons who participate

in governmental work of an admittedly "non-political"

sort, the conception of the service outsiders possess,

and the potency of the language which attaches itself

to the general idea of the civil service .

No atte:upt will be made at the start to define

the bureaucracy in evaluative and colorful 'teas . That

* Submitted as a term paper in Comparative Public Administration under Professor
Leonard D . White, March 15, 1940



would be a preferential treatment which is unjustified

in empirical investigation . It is more simple and ex-

act to take a mechanical, numerical meaning of the term,

such as would include all officers of the government

that do not belong to the top of the pyramid of power

in a monarchical, aristocratic, or democratic system .

From this broad and undifferentiated mass we can arbi-

trarily select the manipulators of men and the execu-

tors of generalized political commands rather than the

experts, that is, the admi nistrators as contrasted to

the specialists . With these we will deal in greater

detail, partly for historical reasons and partly because

the former class is more close to the popular conception
1

of what the bureaucracy is .

From this vague group vie siiail extract qualities

from the numerous continuums which characterize a socio-

logical group, trying to determine how much of one char-

acteristic as against another characteristic the group

evidences . In this way the bureaucracy should er:ierge

from this study as different from every other group of

the same species, possessing different amounts of the

same things, neither antithecal nor identical, but indi-

vidual . Generalizations that would attempt to cover

the bureaucracies of all nations would be so vague and

1. In England, the admi nistrative and executive classes



unquantitative as to be meaningless, since the in-

fluences that shape the bureaucracy are so numerous

and varied that no statement made about bureaucracy

in general would have the usefulness and validity of

.a generalization concerning the muscles of the human

organization everywhere there are men. To illustrate

the futility of attempts to define the bureaucracy apart

from a measured concern for the multitude of forces,

the following quotation is submitted :

There is found, first of all, a determinate
distribution of offices or functions among
the members of the organization, These are
often called competences or jurisdictions .
There are found, secondly, a determinate dis-
tribution of the mowers of control and coer-
cion attached to these ofl'ices, This is
called the hierarchy, . There are, thirdly,
determinate qualifications required for
the fulfillment of those Several functions .
Their development goes hand in hand with
the rationalized distributions of func-
tions, and since such requirements presup-
pose rather elaborate preparation of the

l. (Cont .) which would generally fall into this cate-
gory number about 17, 000, out of a total of some-
what over 300, 000 . One can see how widely a
treatment of the various groups must diner . Yet '
the tone of the upper classes sets up sympathetic
vibrations throughout the whole of the service .
(See Leonard D . 'i ite + s monograph, "The British
Civil Service" in Civil Service Abroad, (New
York, 1935), p . 13 .
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prospective candidates, they depend unon
a fixed salary, secure tenure, regular
promotion in anticipation of which the
candidate undertakes to secure the neces-
sary training . `phis process may be call-
ed professionalization.l

All of which is true of the Boy Scouts of Amer-

A much more practical approach, which sounds

less sociological but is certainly more realistic is

the following characterization given by Anderson who
2

quotes from the British law .

Any minister appointed under this act may
appoint such secretaries, officers, and
servants as the minister may determine . (New
Ministries and Secretaries Act, 1916, s . 10, =1)

There shall be paid to the secretaries, officers, and
servants of each ministry such salaries or remunera-
tion as the Treasury may from time to time determine .
(ibid . s . 10, #2)

This is the cnartcr oi'

	

:;:odern civil service .
Tot a word is said as to „ojre s, _.uzics, or resnonsi-
oilities .

This aescr-i -ctio : oi' the oureau.cra.cT - aL leas,; con-

siders the sine qua non which

civil service and makes it a peculiar social grou?D .

For in these words are involved many marks of the

historical and political conditions which color the t,xrpe

of the English bureaucracy .

r

The origin of the various bureaucracies sheds some

light on their character . There is little use in stretching

ivieciricl:, u .J . and Cole, Taylor : Responsible-!~i_zreuucracy
Co :ioric;-,e, i ."ass .) p,ig
Anderson, Sir John, et al : "Bureaucracy" VII Public
Administration 3 Jan., 1929 p. 9

3~~'riearich, C . J . : Constitutional Government and Politics
(New York 1937) pp . 29-41
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Friedrich traces the begiiuning of a modern type of civil

administration in the late meaieval :1estphalian council . 1

But there is little of significance in the example he cites .

The particular way of performing the duties of government

was suite natural in the sense of being the most expedient

way of disposing of the business of state . Caracalla thought

it Godlike to dissipate rather than administrate . As a

	 consequence, his ministers dis the discretionary work that

had to be done .

The division of labor often results from. the peculiarity

of historical circumstances . Frederick I;'illiam I of

Prussia took many detaileca tasks of administration upon

himself . Much of the 3uusecuent ch,-= acter of the Prussian

bureaucracy sprung initially frog:: z :ne -, U- - r--i, Protestant

discipline of the miserly _-onascii . One must also consider

the peculiarities of the Prussian system in the light of

the insecure --id aesperate situation. of -rrussia among the

powers of Europe, causing a high-pressure and severely dis-

ciplines bureaucracy . 2

Tile bureaucracy was a sx)lcnaid weapon of the monarchs

of Europe to whip the feudal nobility into line with

unitary principles . 3 The first bureaucrats in Germany and

France were of the rising bourgeois class w..icn could be

aenenaea upon to oppose the vested interests of the aristo-

aT iedricn, o • . . cit. .
join~'.~

	

i al

	

"The Prussian Sureauc~..

	

?~,c

	

in

	

8 .L ' ~i ~al terter r' . .

	

te t_, c 10__
Century" XLVI Political Science quarterly 403, Sept . 1931,
p. 405

3-Finer, Hern.an : The Theory and Practice of hodern Govern-
ment (London, 1932) p . 1l,,8
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cracy . Permanence of office through the generations dis-

appeared as being inconsistent witz the desires and the

philosophy of the new bureaucracy . The democratizationi of

political power in the western countries other than Germany

introduced the bureaucracy to a position of prominence for

reasons which are not roun- :. elsewi_Crc . '_'he party ministers

were amateurs, anti successful adminictration recruired experts .

A uniform system of regulations ance a -ersistent(tradition

were needed to satisfy the aemanas of consistency and

publicity . 1 It is not as important today to selfish

and sinister interests in the public service as it was in

the day of Bentham and IJill, but there is a "sinister

problem" today which "is the inevitable result, of a State

whose life is lived upon a scale so much more ample 3nd

obscurity i3 multipl

	

ar:uu i :. _ ._ a

vital canon of administration that iii : :aol , c airee'c c :ie

public knowledge of the results o~- le-7islation, the :::ore

sure are tue safeguar(~s o. i -.;s .)o:ic ;i _cer_ee_

	

a 2

in rope there can be tracca a conn' :'.:ou : :evelop-

ment of the bureaucracy from the early monarchical form to

the constitutional post-war kind . iihen one studies the

American situation, he can see much more readily how a

bureaucracy may arise ex vacuo historically . Here it is

simpler to isolate diose elements in

	

civil scrvicd
t	i.=x:cr7TF ,- xxri~.roi a Laski auvocatec a
permanent career for stacesl,ien in order that they shall
know enough tco counteract bureaucratic tendencies . See
his article on "Bureaucracy" in the Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences . III, p . 792Lasai, riarold J . : "The Growth of Administrative Discre-
tion" 1 Public Administration_ 92, 192, p . 100



which "naturally" occur despite opi)ositio~i in national
.

pti.:'Llosophy and political tradition . It TTC semi-military,

authoritarian nature of a government service is by no means

a gratuitous addi tior of petty autocrats, but inherent

in the very nature of the processes w iicii form the

escence of all administrative services .Il1 ;iLiereas the

a:aerican people were conditioned to an acce_:Dtance of large-

scale business whic .i bears the imps int of bureaucracy, they

were II:: ae~reCi by a tradition of anti-authoritarianism of a

governmental sort to oppose any form of service which

connoted bureaucracy _

	

..,~

	

all e ce ~t popularly

elected officials . Business possessed. a positive senti-

mentalization in i; he minas o .L ;,iic people, cir~ile government

had a negative

	

Nevertheless a bureau-

cracy is evolvin : in Ai-.:leiThe time cerne when observers cab/ a uIv_-cio

:: of func-

tions arisin.., in the wici°lean _ovcrniien . bets een the poli-

tical and adairistra~.ive :ork of -.-.h-- state . Like .post

reformers they saw iuol c

	

~.i s ell's ~i ;i-inn -,--as, actually

presenzc . From dues irions of expediency they deduced dof las

of principle . Frank J . Goodnov: declared a clear-cut

discrimination in all `-overnmental operation . II?olitical

functions group t.ie: iselves natu_?ally under two heads,

are equally a, )licaale to file rental operations

and the actions of self consciousin_aiviuua_ls_ . "4 From an
rriearicn, o o . ci

u

. , ,). oar
2- . .iiite, Leonard D . :

	

Prestige Value of Public : : . .:pl c-ment
in Chicago (Chicano 1929) passim .

L .D . : Trends in Public Ac:ministration (i~ew York,
193) passim .
4Gooanow, Frank J . : Politics and, Aa:niristration (1900)



analogy between the individual .and the state he aDrives
'E'his

at the conclusion', that -ane government) like the personality, i

has a 1-.ill which it mus ~ formulate and express ; and that

the only difference is„'\the state must have two different

bodies to perform these functions because of the great

complexity of the Nasi-:s. It rust be pointed out, hotitcve .r,

that the state consitutes an entity only in the mini .

Each individual who is a member of the bureaucracy repeats

the same psychological pattern in every act . .hat really

causes any aivision of the spheres of action is the indi-

vidual's conception of his role in the governmental pro-

cess, fortified by social pressures . This is not a

natural separation but is one which is enforced as expedient

in any system and which may vary to a most* significant

extent. That is ana what is no il- a

	

task

deoenas at any one tii ..c upon_ tige at ;;iiuae of ro •::er-

holders towards -Lo-*,-.c task .

A certain scepticism may be held towaras the ac-finition

of the term " ,oolitical issue .

	

In American and other

democracies, when a large enough body of people think

that an issue is important enou,-,n to mena time on deciding
It

it themselves, it is u political issue ." '-'he beliefs

which people possess as to their own competancy in judging

a matter may be apart from the reality of their compe-

fancy. There is no question of popular control of any

portion of the military bureaucracy exoept at the top,

0
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and even there, people have a hesitancy in acting .1 For

in America the military :Machine has always been a bureau-

cr acy and has not hau to s cruggle from a position of populate

selection of leadership . But there is a tradition of

popular competence in acuministration, with the result

that at any point irtthe administrative hierarchy, popular
u

control may take over .

A summing up of the reasons for the existence of

bureaucracy must take inaccount first of all I the condi-
V

tions of modern society which re uire a diffuse

grganization to organize the treatments of complex prob-

lems . The limitations or indivic.ual a_oili ties of the citi-

zen to comprehend and master the rsmifientions of the

governmental process mast be t,--, .:on into account . Since

modern government as-_-u:.-,es the ~,a ., k o_

	

-a a -in` a . ocin.l

and economic machine in aciuitio_, ~- o une

	

t

depenas upon a large civil service . riven a large civil

service, the _)roor.eus oar oureaacr ac . . - inevitaol,: arise .

They are com ;ion to large-scale business, relir;ions, and

other great social organizations . But the conditions of

employment by the state have peculiar consequences for the

character of the state bureaucracy .

The initial controls of the 'ower-holders over the

bureaucracy shape to an important e:;-;ont its body . `i he

kind, or Prussia practically created the rrussian bureau-

cracy de novo and constructed it in his own

	

Even

::ogcrs, Lindsay : 'civilian Control of uilitary Policy"
Forei~:n Affairs, Jan. 1:940, p . 281-92, passim .
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the post-war German service showed the imprint of the

Great elector . Regulations of the state officials

were minute anu stringent .

Various instructions settled exactly the hours
of ti•:ork, procedure, official secrecy . :1rloynent

f

_ outside the official service was prohibited, the
acceo,tance of presents was ;.rohioited, excise of-
ficials were forbidden to ouy confiscated g;oocas,
ana from those that iiaalea money a guarantee was
required . The officials ; .ho dyne into airect
contact with the public :;ere ordered to be polite
ane: the insulting o~ incvcha.nts was ,unis .'.ca with a
fine -'*or the first of cncc, an,, ::ith.

	

iso: .-:cnt
or the second . . .A Spartan suali 6y was introduced

into the service . . . The royal example oi ; crated
downwarus through all ,, :;rades o th :: Qcrvice Ana

the spirit of strict suooruira ::io :_,

	

:'orciole exac-
tion of the last ounce of c:az~: from those who :•:ere

obliged to render it, became part ,"na parcel of
every Mel-I-iber o the acamin:i.stration .

Obligations were heaped u :)on thi : :. of the

Prussian state machine . Supervision. thac, i :m:)risonec

a bureaucrat for life for a rni„deaeanor muet have

riven the German service much of the cbax^.ctcr w ich in

later years gave it the seer:--est reputa_tio . : among all

the bureaucracies of :i,urope . The i .i"?_.Os,i irions oy the

legislator in Prussia auj :cn;,eu to :.ciencies whichi ~;oula

o'G~ .Le .°v;:ise cave occurred to a lesser c ;tent •ancrer the

conditions of work 'chat the government service `.erfo =,s .

Ot -er examples may be cited to show Bio-:: outside

forces coerced a certain form of bureaucracy into

existence . Dorn believes that the regional ci :au:bers of

administration which were found in Prussiawere a

i-Finer, op . cit . ll`J7
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useful way -,;o attain objective res_)on :.ibility in the

oureaucracy . 1 For the pc:riou was one of strong con-

~'licts between the monarch and the aristocrats . Ad in-

istrators who could put aside their personal biases

to serve tiie abstract state were few. But a feudal

conneption of office was hamstrung under a system

which caused all decisions to be taken by a group in

which individual interests had to compromise . The

decisions that resultea were necessarily more in favor

of the monarchy.

.hen there was a middle class movement against

the monarcries, the concroI o-- t,ic ju : caucracy

Yurrished fertile -ro :-na for contention . 2 Popular

indignation was directed partly .-

	

-ch_e bureaucracy

itself, although the prooloms

	

-L--. - -Ose

	

in

connection witch the aerilocra ;ic :;ureaucr •scies were as

great as those that were solved by democracy . _~or

democracy brought defects to an administrative system

in the ver;; unti:illingnecs on the part of the people to

submit to the regulations the acuninistrators imposed .

"Defective adYiinistra_tion is V . s

willingness axxxhomrarip to obey as

much 1 product of un-

inco:mlpetent officials!3

A negative prestige not only causes a lowered morale in

1Dorn, :"l . F . : I'Thc wrussian 3areaueracy in the 18th
Century" ) VII Political Science Quarterly 75) : .:ar. 1932) p. 86
2Fricarich and Cole, on . cit ., v. 3
DFiner, op . cite, p . 1241



the service, but also b ;ld administration by its ov.m

force .

The civil service is egaruod inall state's

as a servant of the omnipotent soverei,-.n . Although

in private business the individual is regarded by the

general putUlic as more than a r--,ere in :.Itrumen - k`I ol -U- hc

employer, the service of tnc:

notion of abject servitude .

The notion o aut:-_ority* :.till lies strongly
embedded in the orr,anization of the modern civil
service, and thou` the acmocratic vrincivles has
hou its inlluer_ce, its effcct i-- only in the early
states of its evolution . All kinds of motives
combine to suc -oort thp. h` _'shncs - nc, firmness of
the state's authority over its servants, and 6 :_ese
motives are grounL&eu V in za : : S sate' s Arcs ti` e ana

~.' its social i.nports.nce . . .~'ar ~.iomcnts arc in fact
dreadfully frightened by (;-*--vil Services : they and
society seem to oe lo :

	

i - .aouc

	

enc los i:itz
thee:i, a no. Gncy reef co -1pC11 _C' ~O i.i eat i:Aeia in a
way which has, in

	

leas V no 1- -L C:nration, not
been tolerated oyr the private c..._ ; o lee .

here we finei an important uistinctior between the

bureaucratic group ani ou-her ;-roups li.:e the l,abo AI • uniors;

The latter procede in organization and development cer-

tainly under outside influences, but with a comparative

freedom of conscious controls from the outside . The

bureaucracy is poured into the mold of formal and legal

edict throughout its growth and functioning, with tile

Finer, Herman:

-1 3-

stake still involves the

'The Civil Service in the ' oaera State:

Discipline anu Rights" VII 1ublic Administration 323,
Oct. 1929, p.334
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result that what -;:oulc: have evolved in an org,aniz^tion

tow:arus which laissez-faire is observed, is subdued and,

distorted in Public administration .

In America, for example, large-seule business has

developed in freedom from practicall:J all of the obstuctions
r

that were placed before the civil service . The inter-

action of public ana bureaucracy causes a Greater tendency

on the part of the Government ::orner to be hyncr-

cautious than the private business man who is not

constrained by a susp.1cious public . To the civilian

the civil servant is an r.ctual Servant w.zom the civilian

orders about . But to the civic ccrv~ ~~ ;; t.:e case appears

to be reversed anti ne . feels very conscious o_' the fact

that he is ruling Lhe citizen .

The regularly constituted St'- te aut- '_- -ioritics are

not the only external re,<ulai:ors of the bureaucracy .

Pressure groups may brin, :, to oear upon the bureau-

cracy direct and powerful forces %-.71-lief. .-nay cause it

to vary' its course of act_on .l li_e ,gover•n:acntal

em loyees must continually encoun-Gel . )eople who are

resistant to governmcntai ira .oositions . Passive resis-

tance on the ouuskirts of the ccn r ,~ bureau i ; often

encountered anu oi.ten causes centralized aggression to

diminish.

1 ~~.iite, L . D . : r Introattctio~~ Uotr.;S,u y o 'ruolic
Auiinistration_ (-.7e -w :-or• : _,

	

op. 1 --15
Herr;n$,E. Ptnd`etow& - PvbI cAJ .riw;s-h+•f io .t..4t1wtV',p b~ ti~c,

Interest (Htwyavk, 1136) rot5O nt .
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As the ext . ,.rnal groupings of the population act

upon the ourec ;cracy, so 6he bureaucracy inflicts con-

trols upon the populace. 110 -il t__e ruler o Prussia

directed rigorously the course of his administrative

machinery was poin"ced out in a previous para.rraph. It

would be interesting to trace how the bureaucracy of

Prussia has succeeded in inflicting some of its orm

severe discipline upon the Prussian people . Certainly

it cannot be doubted tha -c the prestige, and the extensive

and intensive controls the Prussian -bureaucracy pos-

sessed over the populace of the country were conductive

to a receptiveness of such a conditioning; on the p^rt

of the people . Both identification and the process

of conditioning, were at work in chic transforiiation

of the rrussians fro:i

	

-ieo-.ae to an

industrious ana %hrii'

	

; :'ouU . l'

The bureaucracy is that portion of the governing

machinery which conies most directly in contact with the

populace in the observance of the lags ooassea by the

sovereign body. Its salient feature is a positive and

wholesale activity . -the administrative body is the

instrument for inflicting; deprivations upon the people .

These repressions involve intimate contacts . Conseauently,

the public feels most iiimiediately against the preDetratarrs
-- 4 --- -
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of infringemen~ .s upon personal lige . ics, Nor can

they quickly lr •' hands on the oermai : . :it government

employee as twy can on the politic ; -•n through the vote .

?~lzereas irrational aggressions fina c : tharsis through

the ballot, the bureaucracy remains despite widespread

fulminations . A person can deprive a private business

of his patronage if repelled by its manners and treat-

ment; but the public business is unitary and p~::.a_nent .

Administrative controls are more harsh in propor-

tion as the people who exercise t ,e .n hold high presti` e .

For the exercise of power depends upon the willingness

to submit to it in the ordinary course of adinistrtLon,

more so than in the mere tacit anu passive consent

to the established system . The tasks of administration

involve many positive contacts . ,he position of the

power-holder is rendered simpler by the possession of

a high prestige in the mines of thy suojeets . Ih the

civil service this ores tige is oes -cov;ed oy aie public

partly as a result of the actual control over t1--e

significant ins i:rumencs of the st 'e which tige civil

service possesses, ana es?)ecially in -she Prussian state,

by the strict code of conduct enforced on government

employees .

Other factors causing the bestowal of prestige

will be discussed elsewhere . It is sufficient to note
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that the very prestige &::at is created rcacts upon the

bee towers and makes them : the payers of honor to the

administracors . The hoi(aer o1' an honorable office need

exert himself to only a fraction of the amount that the

person who has to achieve honor must exert himself in

order to obtain recognition of his rir;ht to wield power . 1

Mien, moreover, the indiviaual who enters a public

position possesses the already gained prestige of nobility

and social position in addition to the prestige of

office, he is in a letter position by virtue of his

extraneous prestige to elicit obedience to his commands .

It is aeoataolc ivrether

	

au,mented deference is not

all out of proportion to he reau_rci:ients of the tasks

and the abilities of t-ac as1iniLtrator . The Prussian

bureaucracy of the 18 to century was o ;

	

type that

possessed large amounts of extraneous nresti ;-e, drawing

members from tue nobility cm a the un:.)cr miaule class,

and consequently ~ncounte :•ed much ci~ficulty in acclim~ng

itself to the process o1' cemocratization . '.Vnen cine

rulilg class possesses a smaller mount of prestige

that the bureaucracy. the latter will tend to obstruct s,
to the best of its ability, the projects engineered by

v
social inferitors .

::.ten the Social Dcmiocrats were au- tcpwptuinr the

establishment of a c~cy :ocratic govern;-:cent in Germany after

the ,lar, a cabal of bureaucrats resisted as well as they

For a uiscussion of the concept of "honor" see Sapier,
bans : "Honor and Social Structure",II Social nezearch
74, Feb . 1935
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could the process!-

	

There was cert: , ';ily lacking the

deference that s : old accrue to tae '-)laerc of power

if the proper obz4lence of commands : to be attained

and the process v~ g overniienta1 chaan : e is to be allowed .

Tris discreoanc of prestige between the !~! as of the

government and the acunini :-:trative officials is expected

to cause serious consequences to the social equilibrium

of .L-ngland if ana ;mien the socialist Labor Party suc-

ceeds the Conservative Party in power . dot only are

there fundant~ntal property differences but there will

be an intense social antagonism . 2

`The element of prestige is one o~' the most imno~~-

tant yardsticks by which to measure the influence and

the rank of the civil service among the other social

groups of the population . The fact that prestige does

attach to the oosi cion o. a _;overnnc;nt cm-oloyee is a

clear indication cilat the roue toes e :ist as a stereo-

type in the minds oi' the civilians . Like other e .~ s

that denote occupation, as, for xa:np1~:, "skilled

worker," "teacher," the "bureaucrat" :.mans to people

a c: rtain productive position i:ith relation to the rest

of society . he occupation of £;ovcr=-lcnt workers

bears a shifting relation bo the other occupations . its

prestige varies with that of tine others, and with the

valuation n aced uponTecuniar-r Stand s.rds .	larr.c

c
- .)orn, ' ~altcr j' "`1'he Prussian 3ureaucrac-- in th- 18th
entury" XLVII idlitical Science quarterly 259, June, 1932
Laski, Harold J . : arliamcrtarY Government in: . : n ;-;lsnd,
(London, 1938) sec the chapter on the Civil Service
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cause of low prestige in the public service of the United

States is due to the excessive valuation placed upon the

accumulation of wealth .

It may be said that during times of greater social

stability the civil service has a higher prestige value,

other things being equal . For stable times prefer stable

occupations . Prolonged business depression is from one

viewpoint a form of social stability, and the present depres-

sion has seen the American government service rise appreciably

in the popular estimation as measured by the caliber of the

applicants for government positions . The rising bourgeoisie

made the bureaucracy appear stagnant by contrast . As the

early modern state moved from a more pronounced emphasis

on status to a greater emphasis upon contract, the prestige

of the civil service declined in prestige . Now that many of

the social institutions of society are assuming more of a

fixed relation to the rest of society, the prestige of the

civil service is increasing .

Apart from this relational aspect of bureaucratic

prestige, there is the conception of the "bureaucrat" which

is found in the popular minds . Up to now this paper has

used the term "bureaucracy" as synonymous with the civil

service. The reason has been to avoid the begging of the

question which comes from defining the term in a derogatory

sense to include the "bad" features of the administrative group

and then proceding to discuss the service in those terms .

But the term has an admittedly negative connotation . Laski

defines bureaucracy as the term "usually applied to a system
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of government the control of which is so completely in the

hands of officials that their power jeopardizes the liberty

of ordinary citizens ."l

The conditions of • work for the state provoke character-

istics that find expression in popular wisdoms . Epithets

generally hurled at the bureaucracy are "officious,"

"overbearing," "detached," "indifferent," "careless," "unima-

ginative," "inflexible," "routine-loving," "unimaginative ." 2

The justification for name-calling is to be sought in

practices . Practices are to be explained by origins . Origins

in turn may be guided by name-calling, whereupon we get the

scholar's delight, a vicious circle . But quantitatively

speaking, the circle thins out considerably by the time it

completes itself, for C is a much stronger cause of A than

A is of C .

The study by Leonard D . White on the Prestige Value of

EraploymentZ gives the most useful and accurate account of

the view of public service held by the general population.

The study was made on a local scale and we are left without

material on the great national bureaucracies . Also, there

must exist a wide divergence of attitudes on local and

national xx scale because of the evil reputation for personal

politics intruding into the public service which the

Chicago government possessed . And those who did "play poli-

tics" to obtain a city position held none of the personal

iLaski+ Harold J . : "Bureaucracy," op . cit .
'or a scholarly involvement in the stereotype's fallacies

see Zimmerman, Carl C . : "Centralism versus Localism in the
Sommunity" III American Sociological Review 155, April 1938
Op . cit .
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prestige that the spoilsmen in

English offices possessed before the great reforms

	

.

The representative sample of the Chicago population

from whom opinions were solicited considered that the most

"beneficial" thing about a city job was the opportunity to .

attract public attention which it afforded . 1 A majority

expressed satisfaction with the personal dealings they had

had with public employees . However the same group, when

confronted with a comparative choice of almost identical

content declared overwhelmingly that they received more

courteous attention in dealing with private employees

than in dealing with public employees . The next most

favorable resppnse to city employment was in reply to the

question:'Do people generally think more highly of employment
II

in the city hall than of employment with private corporations?

The response to question A (publicity) is not ? -maning-

ful here inasmuch as a "yes" answer to the question : "Is,

the opportunity to gain public attention great~in cizy than

in private employment?" signifies an unfavorable attitude as

v.el]Jas it does a favorable one . But it is significant that

questions B and D received higher favorable responses than

any other question asked . Those questions were the ones that

out of the whole list involved actions of individuals

towards the position rather than the stereotype . The tenta-

llbid ., p . 36
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tive conclusion that suggests itself is that the stereotype

of the public employee in Chicago was more unfavorable than

the actual office of the city was . The stereotype, as

usual, overgeneralizes and exaggerates .

When "bureaucracy" is dissected into the individual

positions which compose it, there is a wide divergence in

the public attitude towards individual jobs . 1 67 .18jo of

	 those interviewed preferred a private position as janitor to

a city position as one . 38.5G favored a private position

as library assistant to a public one . Different types of

work and different levels of work in the public service have

different prestige values . The stereotype of the bureaucrat

tends to make one class out of a group that might otherwise

be sliced into levels of a horizontal nature, corresponding

to lice occupational levels in the general social structure .

The greatest fault of the public stereotype of the

bureaucrat is the failure to keep in account the numerous

divergences in the service itself, thus causing the trans-

fer of attitudes promiscuously and without regard for

reality . This becomes politics though not logic, for evoca-

tion of the disliked symbol of the bureaucrat is an effective

propaganda device . When the President's C of ittee reported

a plan for the reorganization of the executive branch of

the goverrment, there was a great cry raised against one-man

11bid ., p. 47
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rule through a federal bureaucracy which neglected entirely

to ascertain the nexus between the plan and their greivances .

The idea of the "bureaucrat" challenges methodical and piece-

meal reform by its irrelevent connotations .

A certain type of personality is solicited by the

opinion of the hiring group as to what characteristics

are desireable in the civil servant of the future . These

traits through this process of selection come to be wide-

spread in the various services . It is said that "The

French are inclined to prefer a literary and philosophical

type, well-trained theoretically and formally, with an

aristocratic touch of taste and behavior if possible .

He is expected to know the bel_ les lettres in general and

may himself write novels and plays .het ''"The Germans think

of an official as a distinctly non-literary, non-artistic

type, concise and terse, unornamented, concentrated upon

his duty, cultivatin4general and special expert knowledge

more than anything else . . . The type of personality the

British have in view is one of broad and humanistic learning

balanced by an open-minded commonsense and a good rating

in such fields as "everyday science" and "present day

knowledge . . .The average American, however, seems to think

of a public employee, even in the higher grades, not as a

personality, but as a man who is good for a special job

l

and should be asked for only what his business directly requires,

becuase asking him for more would make him more expensive and

leave him unsatisfied with his wort ; and pay ."'

arecitt, 6Arnold: "Civil Service" III Social Research 202y

1 .

	

.



These conceptions produce the ideal . The stereot i r;e

originates indirectly in the ides_ . For it is essentially

an exaggeration of -the traits wilic_i are p'encrally :prevelant

in a sufficiently large nu ::fiber of the bureaucracy . To facili-

tate communication) simplification is resorted to, and among

all groups of the society the concept crystallizes on the

basis of what is common to the liowled~;e of the group . The

novel, the press, and the public speaker caricature the bureau-

crat and what resides in the mina of the populace is a

cartoon that bears force in eeroportion as the sphere of

action is remote frolil the personal sphere of the subject . 1

The overarawing of bureaucratic proclivities assumes a form

in eountr r to conform with the general type preferred in the

selection of the official-- . 2

Californians hate Turks more Man they do Japanese as
sho;ai by an exper Lacn ,.. D y 13ogavaus . Also P . C . Lylel des-
cribes -*U-h-- effects of a sac_ arcs :', on. _ :.:_,'lish ; C:: . --" : :istrators
in an article "Some Psychologicai Factors in ;colic Aduin-
istration" VIII Public AdministrF ior_ l . .l

	

132.
Spier, op . cit . p . 7`T

	

n iiioacrn socie ;; ;;o, press, fii : .i, radio ;
ar_c. -une o to ;ragencies for cx rcs-in, a co-,--trolli_

	

clic
opinion are the chief instruments

	

fame asp --, o- ,-or
^re snread ." Tlicy also crewoo honor °: t=.cir o -inions .
1 lr_is hypothesis, aithou ; :n it ao sears reaconzale, V;oulc::
reouire suostantiation in ore foam o_ an exoerimcn_t . i nave
had insufficient Line to include such an e :_+nerimcn_c in t.is
S tuc. , bu -,; e acct tUO work on one soon .

	

!'-_e _ ::e i.iao .:- wOU1 .
be to ascertain the chLrac -ccri- nits of entres is to the various
sert/ ces, :'.nu tales do have mcnoer .S of v: rious n°.''Giona_l -roc .s
check excesses or defects o- noir subiic servant on a list
of auaiitics . if there c :a : cs a conrcction between the

actual Cslc_ the stereotype of a sufi :iciei. .le

	

t .ve sort,
tae

	

thes-s will Oe affil' sea .



To describe the bureaucratic personality as a

single whole involves the same difficulties as a descrip-

tion of him in terms of the popular conception of him .

He is no more isolated than most other members of the

social order, It is true that the conditions of his .work

may involve a concentration upon duties which are more

abstractedly connected with the realities of everyday

life than a salesman, for example . But any generalizing

gill have to be qualified with com-parisons of othergroups

and not merely individuals in general .

Understanding of his personality comes through as-

certaining first the extent of his incorporation in the

work he does and the group to which he belongs . Then,

inasmuch as the characteristics of a group are dependen6

upon the peculiarities of personality structure of the

individuals who enter the group and there is a process

of selection in the recruitment of public officials in

the various countries and services, the type of personal-

ity that enters the service must be scrutinized . Finally,
k a~ e ,

given the partially formed material that its the bureau-

cracy, the role of the group in fostering a particular

kind of person i s to be surveyed,

If the work of the civil servant is compared with

that of the soldier, fire find a significant difference in

the extent of incorporation of the personality in the
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conditions of his work and outside life . The activities

of a military life are performed collectively almost in

totality, rating, sleeping, and playing are done in a

group. The association with the military co-workers is

constant and produces a monolithic character that pro-

motes narrowness of viewpoint with a corresponding in-

tensity of direction apart from the objective perception

of the goal . In the case of the soldier there is no pos-

sibility of participating in group . activities other than

those of the group to which he belongs in his lifework .

It is needless to demonstrate how this sameness of vision

influences the behavior of men .

Theirs not to reason why ;
Theirs but to do and die .

The civil service job holds a snecific and segmental
1

portion of a person's interests .

	

Certain factors in-

fluence the extent of his incorporation spiritually in

his job, permanence is one of these . Anticipation of

1 . That is, generally speaking . The German service,
however, has always tended toward t -he army type
of incorporation .

See the monograph of Fritz horstein . • arx, in Civil
Service Abroad, entitled "Civil Service in Germany",
p. 236. Inside and outside the office -- as an
organic-atom of the state, .the public official con-
tinually represents the substance of the State ."
See also footnote, p. 236 .
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only a short term of office goes to one extreme in caus-

ing a nonchalant attitude towards work activity . The

political appointee is more concerned with mending his

political fences than in participating in his work whole-

heartedly. But the worker who receives all sorts of in-

fluences from his work, his anticipation of a pension and

life-time security, who in short finds more and more of

his life centering around his job to an extent that ap-

proaches the soldier, becomes relatively oblivious to

elements in the environment which cause diversity of

views .

In times of crisis the intensity of r .articination

of the individual augments . Dranc_ es of -she civil ser-

vice which are engaged in work that ae:,:ands constant

readiness must keep tige level of ex :)ectation and tension

high. The British Admiralty i s an example of an a :ency

that tends to maintain a constant pressure of readiness
1

for the coming of a crisis . T he utilization of fresh

shifts of naval officers to render expert assistance to

1. Murray, Sir Oswyn A . R. : "The Administration of a
Fighting Service", I Public Ad: nistration, 205,
1923, p . 219 .



the civilians helps to bring to the offices an alert and

anticipatory frame of mind. here is another case where

the monolithic navy supplies to the more diversified

shore service a heightened ex_;ectation of crisis and the

greater tone of morale than i s usual .

The effects that partial incorporation hapn the

structure of the group are important, RL'embership in

outside organizations may result in a diminution of at-

tachment to the governmental group when there is a con-

flick of behavior between the two groups . The erussian

bureaucracy imposed regulations of a semi-military sort

upon its members, even in their outside life, Some sort

of extra-work control will generally oocur, but as such

controls increase there is a specialization of insight

in the work itself, and ;rork which requires a broad -er-

spective will suffer . This furnishes rationale for those

who seek civilian control over the military forces .

Unlike the completeness of contact that the military

life furnishes the individual, there i s found in the civil

service a relatively unisolable amount of influence . It

is difficult to determine vinat elements in the bureaucratic

personality are solicited) and which are nurtured insideU
the service. The individual who seeks to enter the ser-

vice has certain desires -whA-I- he believes tit the state
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service will fulfill . Ike may also have unconscious mo-

tives for entering the service . Such factors as the so-

cial deference accorded the service, the pay and other

conditions of work consciously influence his actions .

Patriotism may impel his decision . On the other hand,

the ruling class imposes selective conditions upon appli-

cants for state Bork in order to enjoy conformance from

the administrators . The examination system is effective-

ly used to discriminate between desirables and undesir-

ables,

Everyone knows vaguely why people enter the service

of the state; but the explanations lack precision . The

group attracts neophytes by its stereotype and by a

greeter or less familiarity with the affairs of the pub-

lic service garnered from personal experience . L. D.

VIhite found in a Chicago study that the desire for security,

steady work, good salary, and £,good working conditions
1

were the chief reasons for seeking city employi.ient. The

study was limited in its scope and in the fact that it

couldd take account only of the conscious reasons the people

gave .

1. White, L . D ., "The Conditions of Iiunicipal Employment
in Chicago, (Chicago, 1925), p . 28 .
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A more fundamental method for studying motivation

of individuals in entering the service would be through
1

intensive biographical studies of admi nistrators .

	

Of

course, the great variety of work in the administrative

field precludes any hard and fast categorizing of the

entire field . Probably, however, illuminating general-

izations might be discovered in the various sub-groups

of the service, separated according to the tyre of

work performed. For instance, those persons who are

situated permanently in routine positions might pro-

vide material for analysis on the basis of their pre-

occupation with petty and routine details . The amount

of social introversion they evidence that :rakes them

concerned mainly with the handling of :aper rather than

the handling of men or face to face contacts, might be

measured . The emphasis they place upon prolonged pre-

meditation instead of inspiration in their activities

and the scrupulousness they evidence in dealing with

petty matters distinguish their behavior .

Such men are often found in other fields than the

administrative, but there would be a tendency for them

1. Most biographies of civil servants are of the type
of a vocational record ; see Lac Liahon, A . W. and
Millet : Federal Administrators, (New York, 1939)
for a "biographi'cal approach to the problem of
departmental management" .



to cluster about activities which are so congenial to

their temperaments . Calvin Coolidge is an example of

the bureaucratic type that succeeded in politics . It

is said of him that he never performed an act that
1

was not strictly impartial . He had a love of routine

and petty detail that extended to worries over the size
2

of the ;'white House hams .

	

In his political career the

most uninspiring and detailed work was loaded upon him
3

by fellow members of the Aiassachusetts legislature .

His was an extre.~iely orderly existence, flustered by
4

the untoward in daily life, and he preserved a detached

relationship to people that is extraordinary in a poli-

tician.

approached, and Bascom Slemp considered that he was for-
5

ever thinking . He exhibited from early childhood a re-

pressed taciturnity and an inhibited :.orality that made
6

him exceedingly bashful in the presence of strangers .

l. Whiting, Bdward '" ., President Coolidge, (Boston, 1923),
p. 72-3 .

Vlhite, Gilliam Allen, A Puritan in Babylon, (New York,
1938),v p. 255 .

2.

3. Ibid., p. 73 .

4 .
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He thought over every detail in a problem he

Worldt s iiork, 47 :575-90, April, 1924, p . 579,

5 . tirhite, o_n-e cit., p . 276 .

6. Ibid ., p. 19 .
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The administrators as political types are loss ab-
1

stract than the agitators in their focus of attention.

As a class the administrators differ
from the agitators b;; the di splace:m:en t of
their affects upon less remote and abstract
objects . In the case of one imrortant
group this failure to achieve abstract
objects is due to excessive preoccuo-)ation
with specific individuals in the family
circle, and to the correlative difficulty in
defining the role of the self . .

The original and over-driving admin-
istrators seem to show a fundamental pattern
which coincides with chat of the agitators ;
the differences in specific development are
principally due to the cultural patterns
available for identification at critical
phases of growth.

Another group of administrators is re-
cruited from those viho Nave passed smoothly
through their develop-:,ental crises . .They dis-
play an im_oersonnl interest in the task of
organization itself, and assert themselves
with fIrmness, though not with overemphasis,
in professional and in intimate life . Their
lack of interest in abstractions is due to
the fact that they have never needed them as
a means of dealing with their emotional
problems .

The above types of personalities are attracted to the
'hF-l

public service, aaZ give to it a coloring that comes
'tw ;l

from the presence of men wino are political in that they

displace personal affects upon remote objects . The third

type is that of the individual who is well-adjusted in

relation to his society.

l . Lasswell, Harold, Psychopathology and Politics, (Chi-
cago, 1930), p . 151 .
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In defining the role that prestige plays in solicit-

ing a certain type of personality, a distinction must be

made between the ostensible prestige of the - ;overn-.'e nt

service and the fundamental attachment to the symbol of
government. The prestige, of the government service de-

pends upon monetary and other material compensations to

some extent. With the retardation of the industrial

pace, there is an increasing relative prestige of the

public service on the basis of these factors . The mode

of selection of members accounts for the prestige of the

bureaucracy in many countries . When generally the high-

est strata are selected for the government positions the

lower classes place a proportionally higher evaluation

on the attainment of the office of government official .

The original selection of the u)-.per classes which com-

menced the monopolization by them may have occurred through

selection by the king of his acquaintances, by the material

accoutreriiants that attached themselves to the position

from the first, by the utilization of persons who enjoyed

the educational privileges which wealth entailed. Once

established in social status, prestige could feed upon

itself .

In the United States, hozaever, until recently, there

has been little ostensible prestige attaching to the
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government service . This is partly due to the haphazard

uninvited, and furtive manner in which it has arisen .

But although little overt •prestige has-accrued to the

civil service, there is a large amount of unconscious

satisfaction that comes from working for the greatest

source of authority, ratriotism is one of the elements

in the unconscious conscience of the individual which

tends to repress the aggressive drives of the individ-

ual . The symbol of the state is that of authority, whose

primary initiator and exponent is the father of the house-

hold. To obtain indulgences, the individual has found

that catering to the suppressing agency, father or mother,

vives a satisfactory solution. Thus may be bred 'a meek,

that is, submissive personality . One of the most satis-

factory forms of appeasement is by identification with

the frustrator . • iiis amounts to eatin one's cake . and

having it .

The state, too, is a repressor, the sycabol of author-

ity and conscience . One can identify himself with the

state too, by the act of joining it. He now can appease

his conscience for past middeeds and feel secure in the

virtue of his present behavior . One of the bites noires

of the anti-bureaucrat is the "holier than thou" attitude

assumed by civil servants. The arrogance of the fonc-

l3'
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tinnaire is partially comnounded of the belief that he

	

l

represents the sole source of authority and righteous-

ness . Lewis Meriam once mentioned that in a gathering

of civil servants he saw more Phi Seta Kappa keys than

in any other gathering except one of university pro-

fessors . Phi beta Kappa Keys are generally tokens of

conformance, of affectionate relations between instructo

the symbol of authority, and student . The profusion of

scholarly awards among government officials may be due

to this very affection for authority which persists

throughout life and causes a man to be a good boy, a

well-behaved student, and a government worker .

If the conforming type of personality did not nat-

urally gravitate into the civil service, the ruling class

would see to it that such would be the case anyhow .

:::ost of the cry raised against bureaucracy has been raised

by persons whose class interests were oeing frustrated

by actions in which the oureaucracy participated . Dras-

tic political change is threatened by the incumbency of

a bureaucracy which was selected through confort;lance with

the declining elite . Thus, bureacracies may be used for

both defense and attack of the existing; nov.•er equilibrium.

The first was the case in revolutionary France and post-

wqr Germany. The latter was the case when the early mo-
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narchs consolidated their po ;:er by utilizing a bourgeois

bureaucracy against the aristocrats .

Before the revolution of 1918 in Germany the govern-

ment took stringent precautions to obtain and keep in

the public service only those -persons who were loyal to
1

the fatherland and conservative in political views .

	

The

lower ranks were padded with military men who could be

depended upon to be faithful to the government and to

refrain from engaging in political activity . The upper

service, of course, was upper class in birth and social

composition.

The early French monarchs had -L-,h7.-;acted the sci_e_aes

of the nobility and the Church by anr)oin-Ling bourgeois
2

jurists to the important a&iinistrative posts .

	

The

selection of upper middle class -persons was inevitable .

The lower classes had no educational or social privileges,

and, in the nature of monarchy, the underprivileged could

not be placed so close to -the seat of Drivilege without

serious implications for the form of government .

The monopolization of the British a dmi nistrative

1. Finer, Theory and iractice of Liodern Government, p.1219 .

2, Dorn, op . cit ., XLVII, Political Science Quarterly, 259,
June, 1932, p, 262 .



class by the upper classes of the country provides il-

lustration of shifting Methods of control over a his-

torical period. Before the establishment of a merit

system in the nineteenth century, the bureaucracy was

composed of upper class incapables who bought their way

into the service or who found the system of nepotism con-
1

venient for their purposes . An accidental few were off

sufficient ability to do good work. The only officials

who were appointed for merit were found in positions

which the upper class would not deign to accept . Con-

sidering the disorganized state of the public service

and the type of personnel that filled the upper brack-

ets, it is obvious that little dancer threatened the

ruling class from the bureaucracy .

But an incomvetent bureaucracy causes social un-

rest among the groups of the population who are deprived

by the haphazard execution of the laws . Efficiency is

required, even if it is only efficiency by aristocratic

officials, Therefore the iritish imposed standards of

excellence upon any members of the upper classes who

1e Moses , R.berfi : th r C;v :) Serviceof Great' Britain_
yo)-97 of the Co l u .~+ . bi4 t}h:vcvs; /

S-fvd . cs1%.Nislory.,

Ecenoirascs aval ?blit w, slew York, lily), Ok4P z .
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wished to enter the public service . A continuous lax-

ity of public afi'airs, big and small, could not be toler-

ated, but a general efficiency 'ith a conservative con-

sensus on politically important matcers would be sus-

tained by the population. The examination system could

be used to eliminate undesirables from the service . For

a university degree was possessed almost exclusively by

those portions of the population who could afford the

ti :;ie and expenditure of higher education . When pressure

from the lower classes was applied through the ballot

and the labor movement, grants of scholarships began to

be made to the "deserving poor" . but still the character

of the upper British civil servant is a reflection of

the attitudes, preconceptions, and loyalties of the up-

per groups of society . It contains nothing, to use a

comparison, of the essential universality of the member-

ship in the hierarchy of the Catholic Church . 1,ilen

worthy members of Lhe loner strata do attend the uni-

versities in minute numbers, they must study subjects

which are unpractical in the world outside of the civil

service examinations . The barrier to them is further

heightenedb by _the oral exam] nations which can be used

in a subtle way to need out the "improper elements" . Ac-

cents,, gestures, Savoir-Faire . , affect the oral grade ac-



1 . Finer, ibid .,

2. Ibid ., 1202,

cording to the disposition of the interviewers .

The results of confining the policy-formers of the

civil service to the wealthier classes means that the

experience from which the officials draw is not repre-

sentative of the community as a whole . Consequently

the advice which they offer to the politicians will be

narrowly circumscribed by their social world .

The Prussian bureaucrat was so long in preparation

that only a very selected type ever entered the service .

There were political, religious, social, pecuniary, and

even familial qualifications . The aspirant had to main-

tain himself in "res ;ectable" circumstances until he was

in the late twenties . Frederick the creat deliberately

fostered the recruitment of successive generations of
2

the same family .

The contrast between this policy and that of the

United States public service is striking . Inbreeding is

difficult in the American service because of the geograph-

ical requirements that select applicants from throughout

the country. But apart from this country there has been

1



generally a cohesiveness of temperament among recruits

to the bureaucracies that goes far in explaining the

characteristics of bureaucracy as a social group . The

soliciting of like personalities gives the group more

of a consensus on more varied problems, allows the pre-

sentation of a more solid and united front to external

ft

aggressors, reinforces the traditions of the group with

the prejudices and social amenities of the groups of ori-

gin, and creates a demand for conformity which is char-

acteristic of primary social groups . Segmental partici-

pation tends toviabds wholesale incorporation of the per-

sonality through the merging of the identity of like-

minded groups .

iihatever the bureaucrat is not ;r en he enters of-

fice, he obviously becomes while in office . ,As action

patterns are shaped by the type of work ne does, as well

as by the person he is and the groups to which he belongs .

Much of the work is on a large scale and affects other

people in a remote and vague way as far as the bureau-

crat can tell . Ile is not immediately dependent upon -pop-

ular approval in his actions as is the representative pol-

itician. The latter, must assure all the political

shades in his community to a most comproiii s ing extent,

or else a competitor who could weigh the elements of opinion

in a better proportion will better him . But the civil



official is not at all concerned with compromise except

as he sees the abstract value of it . It is not neces-

sary for survival . In fact the very conditions under

which he labors may cause him to reject compromise as a

way out of difficulties .

His duties are laid dorm by the law . 1 othing he

can do will directly expand his sphere of power legal-

"it is no use the civil servant thinking and contriv-
1

ing beyond a certain sphere : the lava impedes ."

	

Con-

sequently, the workings of the political process lie

ly;

outside his circumscribed field .

cision has occurred through a balance of opposing forces .

The bureaucrat takes the formalized legal command at

face value and assumes that all laws are mere imposi-

tions of the sovereign . l`e will then tend to regard the

problems of politics as the problems of administration,
2

pure and si:dple .

	

ne forms a contempt towards the poli-

ticians who seem to ;-vaste much precious fisc in bicker-

ing over problems the solution of which ought to take

he form of a clear command. There is a re ::edy for every

need in a convenient pigeon-hole . The bureaucrat cannot

1. Finer, ibid,, 1180 .

2. Mannheim, Karl : IdeoloCl and Utopia, (New York, 1936),
translated by Louis ;firth and Edward Shils, p . 105 .

But the political de-



sympathize with popular political assumption of control

over issues which had been hitherto matters of adminis-

trative discretion, lie hesitates to give ground under

such circumstances because he cannot perceive any mer-

its in a popular solution of a problem to which he might

apply his specialized abilities . The psychology of revo-

lution is foreign to one -v.-hose s>>here of thought is pre-

scribed and static .

The monopolistic character of t :_e nuolic service

erects a cloister for une bureaucrat . "The man in the

rough and tumb'e df the market place .ust 'learn to take

it' as a condition of success and survival . Civil ser-

vants, however, are particularly vulnerable to criticism,

as they are not hardened to it and, being unable to defend

themselves publicly, nave a feeling of injustice oecause

oof their helplessness ."

Civil servants are set apart from the rest of the

population, too, by a more or less peculiar status under

the law. As officials of the state, they are released

from some of the tramiiels of the law to which other men

are subject. The lack of right to sue the state in a

tort action fosters an at Litude of kingliness in offici s,

They are inclined to be resentful against criticism and 't

	

'I V

inquiry, as becomes sovereign agents .

1, Dimock, Modern Politics and Administration, Q\J ew yoA
1937), p . 401 . r, .



Furthermore, the bureaucrats perform services which

they feel are of value for the people they serve . There

is minimized the idea of ingratiating themselves with

the public which is prevalent with producers of compet-

itive and not-so-necessary goods which must bring a prof-

it. "Take it or leave it" becomes the attitude., and of

course no one can leave it .

They acquire a sense of being behind
the scenes in momentous affairs, a sense
of prestige and privilege ; and unless they
are on their guard, they tend to develop
a habit of authoritativeness spiced with
complacency, in which departmental func-
tions are seen as something above and sep-
arate from those of the rest of the nation,
instead of as alcoooeration directed to a
particular end .

The matter of arrogance is martially the product

of the ascribed status donned by the recruits . It

may also be explained as a reaction to a earning and

sarcastic public, and as balm to the self for its bully-

ing by the ui er hierarchs. The inadequate pay found

es ecially in the lower French service creates a mal-

ice towards the ultimate cause of the situation, the
2

body of citizens .

1 . Lylel, oa.- cit ., p. 137 .

2. Finer, ibid., p . 1496 .



The greatest arrogance comes from the county court-

house gang and not the distant bureaucrats of the cen-

tral government . For it is the local men who are ex-

pecting only a limited stay and who are "some bumpkins"

in their home territory, They exercise little power but

exercise what power they have obnoxiously . This is a

case where arrogance is not a result of power but a com-

pensation for the lack of it. They have no pretence of

anonymity as have the central bureaucrats . They are in

a prii:_ary environment where they may most easily secure

deference and rebuff their former enemies . Political

patronage brings little danger to political freedom al-

though a large dose of-arrogance, But the central man

as a strnflger receives deference, though there is a dis-

trust of the unfamiliar .

The insolence of office in t .he local areas depends

upon a limited term of office hich fosters irresponsibil-

ity, and decentralization which prevents the exercise of

controls by the public br by the hierarchy. The insolence

of office in national areas feeds upon permanence of of-

fice which breeds security of actions and a reaction

against popular controls, and centralization which prevents

the imposition of immediate local censorship .



Permanence is a result of the expediency and effi-

ciency of consistency in the v:ork of government . The

whole political structure car-not turn face like . a weather-

cock with every change of ::rind . ::odern government pro-

jects are prolonged and huge . iersistence of direction

and large-scale operation elicit the exaggeration of de-

liberation which is oniuionly called "red tape" .

The bureaucracy must act according to the law,which

binds it much more strictly and definitely than it does

a private organization . The public servant cannot innau-

gurate a new policy of adminis tra .ion with any of the

freedom with which a private business _ :an may act . The

divergence between the limits of expansion possible to

both are great, depending in : rivate business upon the

individual's ingenuity, in the ocher upon the willing

of masses in a democracy and the consideration of the so-

cial welfare in a despotism, hereas private business

may make exceptions, L;he public servant is connelled to

act in accordance with the law which oovers his partic-

ular sphere .That are convenient behavior patterns in the

former, are formalized commands of the sovereign to the

latter .

Furthermore, the actions of the bureaucrat must

abide by precedents, inasmuch as every group in the

I L(



population is supposed to receive equality of treatment

at the hands of the government . Voluminous dossiers must

bear testimony to the impartiality of administrative ac-

tion, to prevent political repercussions . "The Service

is obliged to be slow in decision, to spend considerable

time upon the keeping of records, to leave no flaw in
1

its past in order that it may have a tranquil future .''

Vulnerability to criticism abets hyper-caution and fas-

tidious discretion. There is air~nle tine to ruminate in

administration ;:hen compared to the com,-)etitive business

world. This time can be used to extend the string of

causation in any problem to the delight of the pedantic

mind. As an administrator expressed it :

Red tape is the r jmbol not of inef-
ficiency but of ultra-deliberate thou :ht,
and this is not necessarily an evil .
have learned that there is a far longer chain
of causation than the business world assumes,
that there are more factors which are rele-
vant, that balanced inquiry is not to be
brought to a firm and just conclusion be-
tween the whiffs of a super-man's cigar.

There is a hi, ;h wiount of impersonality in the

public service both because of the kind of work it does

and because of its size. Routine in the particular job

grows in proportion as the size of the organization as

1. Finer, ibid., p . 1180 .

2 . C arlill, H . F. "Administrative ;zabi is of L:ind", VIII
Public Administration, 119, April, 1930, p . 127 .



sis a whole . Impersonal relationships are dealt with on

a. more formal plane, and formality is to be measured by

the prevalence of documents, The individual members of

the bureaucracy bear a formal relationship not only to

the outside world but to the intra-group members . Paper

nexes rather than personal bonds connect people whose

tasks are specialized and known only to one or a few .

The formalities are observed for the gratification of

superiors in the hierarchy .

A lack of knowledge of ultimate ends of administra-

tion by those in the lower levels brings an attachment

for the ritualistic forms of bus Anes s, Forms are scrupu-
r

lously observed both because their Raison d'etre is un-

known (and hence cannot be criticized), and because they

are the only solid things to which the mind can a",-ch

itself .

Concern with the minutiae of administrauion limits

the envisaging of broad problems in a broad perspective .

Irrational factors in -U' - he a ocial situation, which im-

pose the necessity of a elution in terms not of man's

rationality but in terms of his cultural vcgaries, are

neglected when known, and treated like other routine

matters whenever possible . The Prussian bureaucracy plac-

ed a totalitarian emphasis upon the written document .



Every transaction of the bureaucracy proceded from the

lowest official to the highest, accumulating as it went

along a mass of reports, advices, and reviews, until when

it reached the top of the hierarchy it was more form than

substance, and the form became the substance . "The ex-

aggerated prominence given to the written document some-

times defeated the object of a measure . It fostered the

illusion in high circles that when all the bureaucratic

formalities had been properly observed and the documents

were in perfect order, the problem had been duly settled ."

Apart from the preceding analysis of "red tape",

there are two other important considerations which should

be taken into account . One is the essentially restrict-

ive character of government . Legal circumspection of

liberty means the placing of all individuals in one

class in administration. Each person feels strongly in

regard to his personal sphere of liberty . The restrict-

ive activity which the government official ir :.noses upon

all appears to the single individual as a solitary act

of hindrance directed against hi::-self, and as he thinks

it unnecessary, he calls it "red tape" .

towever, all of the above should not neglect the

1 . Dorn,

	

, cit., XLVII Political Science ~-.uarterly,
75, :,iarch, 1932, p . 89 .
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accidental and historical aspects of "red tape" . The

administrator must work with a structure that organizes

and distributes functions, and this may have been deter-

mined by factors entirely apart from his personality and

his work. The residues of historical balances of power

may determine an administrative set-up that nourishes

cu.-nbersome admi nistration .

The mere physical structure of the bureaucracy as

an entity has important effects on its behavior as a

social group. That is, the cohesiveness, solidarity,

and status of the bureaucracy depends in part upon the

manner in which the officials are distributed geograph-

ically, functionally, and ;.ith relation to the other mem-

bers of the admi nistrative corps . Spatial proximity and

facile communication are sine qua non of group unity .

'.'lith reference to the bureaucracy this means that the

problems of centralization and federalism and the hierar-

chical allocation of jobs assume relevance in explaining

the organization of the government service . The power of

the center grows proportionally :ith the increase in cen-

tralization, the decline in federalism and rationaliza-

tion of the distribution of positions in the hierarchy .

The feudal barons formed an example of decen -craliza-

tion in its most pervasive form.l They really formed an

1 . Friedrich, op . cit ., p. 29 .



administrative bureaucracy' of a sort . It was an amor-

phous system with no rational selection of personnel and

a complete absence of central guidance in the most im-

portant matters, •very locality differed from every

other locality in the admi nistration of its affairs . The

responsibility of the lower hierarchs to the upper mem-

bers was meagre .

Such a relationship shows strikin7ly the effects of

centralization on the characteristics of the bureaucratic

group . In the ordinary meaning of the term such would

be no bureaucracy at all . Dut ::hen Frederick the Great

guided the Prussian administrative mac nery, he deliber-

ately set out to oppose the z'rench decentralized admin-

istration with a centrally directed one . ;tee realized

the utter necessity for strong centralism if he wished

Prussia to "raise itself by the bootstraps", re criti-

cized the French's "lack of s~;stem, because each ministry
.1

posited a system of its own" . Despotism requires in

support of its being that it have a strongly militarized,

centralized, and rigid bureaucracy . For obviously, to

the extent that power is dissipated, despotic rule de-

creases. The amount of power possessed by any social

group and the pressure e ; erted by it bear a direct rela-

2. Dorn, ob, cit ., XLVI Political Science quarterly,
403, September 1931, p . 409 .



tionship to the numbers, wealth, and technical skill

found in the group. Each one of these factors is increas-

ed by centralization .

The presence of a federal structure of government

limits the development of a full-fledged bureaucracy .

Hoepker-Aschoff, former Prussian minister of finance,

stated that half of the time of Prussian higher officials

was consumed in controversies with federal officials over
1

spheres of competence . The astronomical number of

American independent administrative areas is flagrant

example of decentralization and is perpetuated by the

federalist system of government .

However, the obvious disadvantages of this wide

dissemination of administrative controls from the stand-

point of efficiency alone have caused a strong wend to-

ward centralization . Subtly and persistently, the

sphere of national competence has grown . The Whole gamut

of controls ranging from the mere giving of .dvice and

information to the partial cr total assumption of activ-
2

ity has been ex2erienced in the United States .

	

It is

1 . Friedrich, and . Cole . 1 22, bit., p. 19 .

2 . VJhite, Introduction to the Jtudy of Public Administration,
p. 176 ff .



probable, in view of the variety in types of control

exercised by the American federal government, that there

will be lacking in the federal bureaucracy that unity of

outlook and sameness of practice that is found in the

European bureaucracies where there is greater uniformity

in the types of control used . For example, the federal

Office of Education will have great differences in meth-

ods of solving its difficulties with the local govern-

ments from the Interstate Commerce Commission which has

powers of authority over matters hitherto in local hands .



There may be a centralization of the powers of

government but a decentralization in the exercise of

those powers . The federal government might control

local matters but might control them through its agents

in the area rather than through its agents in Washing-

ton. This would mean a lessening of the feeling of

likemindedness and exclusiveness felt by the bureau-

crats who are working in the local areas . The amount

of their activities which are unconnected with govern-

ment workers would be decreased and they would tend

to lose some of the moral solidarity which finds

reinforcement in numbers .

Homogeneous experiences are vital for communica-

tion . Groups in society fora on the basis of a com-

munality of interests . Though not found to such a

large extent under the conditions just noticed, reali-

zation of the common meanings of many things in life

give to the civil service its right to be called a

social group . Work for the state is enough in itself

to give a vague unity . When to this is added a sim-

ilar method of recruitment and a similarity in kinds

of work performed , together with common problems of

public relations, a sameness of vision results that is



conducive to organized behavior . There must be an

affinity of ambitions, too ; each civil servant must

seek the same things from his work for the state M/ cr% .-

a secure position, a career, and the satisfaction of

certain ideals .

The olden time bureaucrat was appointed as a

"worthy something else', not as an administrator .

Consequently, the extent of huis participation in the

psychology of his job was much smaller than that of

the present day administrator . Qffice of state was

regarded as an extension of his extra-official activity .

'he lesser gentry, nobility, politicians, etc ., brought

the stamp of their calling into the service . The re-
A

sults were hheterogeneity of interests, lack of cohesion

of employees as employees, and rugged individuality .

In a large organization of people that seeks a

common interest, success in attainment of the goal de-

pends upon the subjection of the individual will to

the group objective . The bureaucrats must look to the

bureaucracy for the satisfaction of their problems as
gmor'~

workers . The interests which exist bctvrccn members df

the bureaucracy will decrease as the size of the group

increases . The group will assume more of the character-



motive . The lower official has a difficult time con-

vincing himself that the work he does is contributing
directly to the welfare of the country . This is one

reason among many for the strong union activities in'

the lower ranks .

The ideal may be brought directly home to all

parts of the bureaucracy by personalizing the sover-

eignty of the most humble acts . "Prussian adminis-

tration in the eighteenth centuiy v:as rooted in the

fiction that the king knows everything, that he can
1

do everything and that he does everything ." All

commands, possessed the glamour of the royal name .

The same thing is true of the British service where

the fiction is even more divorced from the reality .

This procedure provides a unity of the group locus .

The Head, no matter how nebulous, is necessary tb

furnish direction for the motivations of the bureau-

cracy, and stimulates a high morale . In some nations

1. Dorn, op . cit ., XLVI Political Scienc .; Quarterly,
406, Sept . 1931, p. 408 .



a form of consecration takes place upon the initia-
1

tion of a novice and an oath of fidelity is taken .

In a situation which demands immediate action or

constant preparedness the level of morale is kept

high. There is a voluntary abnegation of personal

interests which further submerges the individual in

the group process . Discipline is heicttened and

authority has a tendency to gather at tha top of the

hierarchy with less discussion of means of action .

During peacetime the full measure of devotion is

not asked of an official .L.'At the reouest of a min-

ister, the civil servant prepares scher :es in which he

does not fully believ,,, and af .er the schemes are ac-

cepced, hu may, without loss of intellectual integ-

rity, share in carrying them out . The sol'ier and

the sailor cannot be so cynical or so servile . -heir

labors will test their orn expertness, while the civil

servant is rarely faced by that grim touchstone : he

estimates the yield of a tax and its collection is a

1 . Finer, "The Civil Service in the 1odern State :
Discipline and tights", loc . cit ., p . 330 .



1 . Rogers, o+ . cit ., p . 283 .

1
'matter of mechanical administration ."

However the administrative group may be formed,

the wide variety in the nature of work of the state

and the circumstances peculiar to each branch of the

service render generalization on the nature of the

whole extremely hazardous . Y-hen the numerous sub-groups

that form inside oi' the bureaucracy are examined it may

be seen how the appellation of bureaucrat may obscure

more information on the nature of social groupings than

it discloses . iisuch of the individual's significant so-

cial conduct as a civil servant cones as a product of

.xtra-servica influences . If we compare the behavior

oi' the upper and lower groups in the English civil

service with the relationships between the upper and

lower members of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, we can

see that in the former case there is a much weaker at-

tachment to the ideal of the work group and a far less

consecration of the individual to the unified group

purposes .

Light on the nature of the problems of bureaucracy

is to be obtained by examining the concept of class .



An investigation into the mutual interests and common

action patterns of the bureaucrats shows that the ma-

jority of bureaucrats generally -participate only par-

tially as far as their personality is concerned in the

esprit of the bureaucratic group . 'l . H . P"arshall says

that1Social Class is a derivative of the whole social

personality of the individual, not of a mere facet of

it, such as some technical equipment and the interests

it creates .'

The nearest approximation that any bureaucracy came

to becoming a social class was the Prussian in the first
2

part of the nineteenth century . Von Stein said of it,

Vie and governed by paid, booklearned, dis-
interested, propt;rtyless oureaucrPts, that
will suffice so long as it suffices . These
four words contain the character of our and
similar spiritless governi.-ental machines :
paid, therefore they strive after mainten-
ance and increase of their numbers and sal-
aries; booklearned, that is, They live in

1 . Larshall, '1' . H., "Social Class", 'XXVI Sociolof7ical
Review, 55, 1934, p . 66 .

2. Finer, Theory and PrPcti ce of ..odern Government, p .
1211 . Also see the article on "Bureaucracy" in
Lalor (ed.) I Cyclo-pedis of Political Science,
(New York, 1890), pp . 321-3 by K . rirater .



the printed, not the real world; with-
out any interests, since hcy are re-
lated to no class of citizens of any
consequence within the state, they are
a class for themselves - the clerical
caste ; propertyless, that is, unaffect-
ed by any changes in property . It may
rain, or the sun may shine, taxes :,.ay
rise or call, ancient rig;'ts may be vio-
lated or left intact, the officials do
not care . .Then again they educate their
child ren for equally useful State ma-
chines .

The requirements for a class are mutual asso-

ciations, mutual aims, and general agreement on the

means to attain the social goals . These recuirer'ents

are met in the Prussian service . In ord er for the

conditions to exist the service must be preeminent in

determining a person's identification . There are three

other possibilities of identification other than on

the basis of attachrlent for the state . There may be

political, social or occupational allegiances that

conquer the desire for unity of the bureaucratic group .

The important determinant of the extent of preoc-

cupation with the bureaucratic group is the person's

wants in the matter of . wealth and deference . 'she high-

er grades of the 3ritish service have shown little in-

clination to organize to utilize group pressure, even
1

in professional matters, although the latter is ex-

1 . Carr Saunders, A .M . and ':Jilson, P . A . : The Pro-
fessions (Oxford, 1933), p . 242 .



tremely desirable from the standpoint of prestige .

However, the lower groups organized as soon as they

were permitted to do so by the state, and after there

had been the establishment of a permanence of tenure

with classification . For even such a technical matter

as the classification of positions can cause signifi-

cant changes in the perception of similarity of cir-

cumstances . Furthermore, after a classification of

positions has occurred, the difficulty in measuring

the output of the official in monetary terms, and the

reluctance of representative bodies to change the sta-

tus -quo causes the further crystallization of sub-

groups in the structure of the bureaucracy .

The patrona,cz'e appointees of the 17th and 18th

centuries in England received much of their pay through

fees from the public directly or through the minister
1

at the head of their office . They lacked the neces-

sary quality for group formation, a common direction

1 . Carr-Saundere, A. N . and 'wilson, P . A . : The Pro-
fessions, (Oxford , 1933) , p . 239 .



of aims, for each was paid from a different source and

all could not direct their attack against the same eth-

ployer .

The presence of economic and social sub-groups is

the cause of the much discussed question of the neu-

trality of the civil service . As we have seen above,

von Stein disliked the bureaucracy for the very neu-

trality which the present day men seek . Von Stein un-

doubtedly exaggerated k as the later prejudicial _.eha-

vior of the German bureaucracy sho"red . Not only did

the German bureaucracy have a class oiasl out the &.spo-

tic character of the government br, ;d csbals and cliques

inside of the bureaucracy instead of in the public and
1

political sphere . This feature does not indicate the

absence of class consensus in the bureaucracy but the

violence: of personal feelings thus aroused can conquer

knowledge of class identity in tines of crisis .

The bureaucracy has trouble in times of crisis of

conscience deeiding whether the state exists qua state

or in the person of the ruling class . The first view

causes continuity of the service despite fundamental

1 . r'iner, Theory and Practice of Modern uovernment,
p . 1200 .



change ; the second orings sabotage in tines of r;,volu -

,.ion, peaceful or not . The first is truthful in its

very falsity . That is, it impels the fiction of the

state's reality to be actual by its very action in

obeying the ideal of non-partisanship . The abnegation

of porer manipulation in the face of party strife cre-

ates an actuality of state neutrality . The attempt

to distinguish between the aims of the state servant

and their aims in nonpolitical roles causes internal

conflict in the bureaucrats. Generally the bureaucracy

projects its non-political desires into the will of

the state . The case of Prussia is an example :

All further progress is recastin- the
social and political institutions of
Prussia could be only effected at the ex-
pense of the econor is and social privi-
leges of the nobility . But the more pre-
nounced the influence of the nobility in
the Prussian bureaucracy became in the
course of the century, the more did the
provincial chambers abate their zeal for
social and economic reform . l

Even the rank and file posts of the trussian
2

bureaucracy began to fill with the nobility . How-

ever, the state began to provide government posts for

1 . Dorn, ope cit ., XLVII Political, science, Quarterly,,
259, June, 1932, p. 265 .

2 . Ibid., p . 262 .



for the superannuated and invalided army officers

and before long the subaltern ranks became filled with

the military element . The result of this was the passage

of a law in 1817 which made the rrussian system a rigid,

too-class structure, barring subalterns from rising bo

higher posts . From then on there was no possibility

of the service as a whole evolving into a separate so-

cial class from the rest of society . For inside a so-

cial class must be free mobility . Social Class is a

"group of persons with similar social chances" rather

than a group with similar internal and external attri-
1

butes . Elimination of the same chances for Dart of

the group makes it a sub-group rith different aims,

among which is probably the incorporation into the up-

per group .

The upper groups may direct sentiments of conflict

against the demands of the lower groups and the aame

animosity and superiority-inferiority sentiments that

appear in inter-group relations will appear in the re-
2

lations between the sub-groups . The same kind of un-

1 . Marshall, op . cit ., p. 60 .

2. Coyle, Grace : The Social Process in Organized,
Grouts (New York, 1930), p. 97 .



breakable division (generally) is found in the army

between the commissioned and non-comml_ssioned officers .

Only recently has there been a pretence of disturbing

the barriers in ingland . The army has a sopnrate sta-

tus at law, grater social differentials betwwden the

ranks and the officers, and a greater attachment to

the ideal of totalitarian sacrifice, which occurs in

an organization on a constant crisis footing . The or-

dinary administrator in France, Lngland, and America,

however, is not sufficiently infused with the values

of self-abnegation for the sake of the bureaucracy to

renounce activity which might disrupt the continuity

of state activity .

Trade unions, representing; economic class and oc-

cupational groupings, cut the bureaucratic hierarchy

into horizontal ribbons . The extent of the alienation

of these groups from the bureaucracy as a symbol of

unity varies directly with the declining grades in the

wage and social scale . This may be explained partly

as an economically determined phenomenon and partly as

a result of the need for recognition and response on . .

the part of men :-.-ho are at the base of the administra-

tive hierarchy. The shady margins of split allegiance

are perceived at times when there is overt conflict be-
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